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Introduction.

0.1. Hermitian forms, or lattices in Hermitian metric spaces, have been studied by
many authors in various context. Over global fields or rings, one defines in a given
Hermitian space the genera and the classes of lattices, which are of central interests in

the arithmetic of Hermitian forms. Especially to determine the number of classes in a
given genus is one of the fundamental problems. If the form is indefinite, this problem
was solved by Shimura [19], and the class number is then equal to the class number of
the base field, up to certain elementary factors. On the other hand, if the form is definite
at all Archimedean places, very little is known about the class numbers, except some
special results that we mention below. In fact, it is quite difficult to compute the class
numbers of definite Hermitian forms of higher ranks. Even in cases of low ranks, one
has to specify a number of parameters (the base field, isometry class of Hermitian space,
and genus), as well as the group (i.e., unitary, or special unitary group, etc.) with respect
to which the class number is defined. This is perhaps another reason that there are only a
few results for the class numbers, compared with those for quadratic forms (cf. (0.3)).

In a series of papers which follow, we shall determine the class numbers of positive
Hermitian forms of low ranks, over the rings of integers of the imaginary quadratic
fields. In this first paper, we deal with general results which provide an effective
procedure to compute the class number of definite Hermitian forms of a given genus:

We present, among others, (1) a general formula (Theorem 3.2) for the class
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number of a given genus, which is a reformulation of a result of the first author (cf. [6]).
Up to the local factors, it is a sum of the masses of (idelic) arithmetic subgroups of the
centralizers of certain torsion elements in the unitary group. We shall also give (2)
explicit formulas for these masses with respect to the principal genera, and as an
application we give (3) a lower and an upper estimate for the class number, in terms of
the mass. These are the first main results of this paper. Using these results, we shall
derive in our forthcoming paper [10], explicit formulas for the class numbers of an
arbitrary genus consisting of unimodular Hermitian lattices of rank two, and the
principal genus of rank three. As for the second point noted above, we shall give (4) a
relation between the class numbers with respect to the unitary group and the special
unitary group (Theorem 2.9), which holds under some conditions.

0.2. Now we mention briefly the explicit results which have been known. The first
general result on the class numbers of definite Hermitian forms is that of Hayashida [12].
There he gave an explicit formula for the class numbers of the positive unimodular
Hermitian matrices of rank two, with coefficients in the ring 0 of integers of an arbitrary
imaginary quadratic field. As we shall see in § 2, this result can be interpreted as giving
the class numbers of certain genera of unimodular Hermitian lattices. We shall give in
[10] a simplified proof for it, as well as its generalization. The next general result is that
of Otremba [18], where he computed explicitly the mass (or average) for the repre-
sentation numbers of definite Hermitian matrices over (9, using a result of Braun [4].
Especially he gave an explicit formula for the mass of a given genus, from which one
can derive a list of genera having class number one (cf. Proposition 5.13). This result is
very important, because the mass of a genus is regarded as giving the main term for the
class number formula, when the discriminant of K and JS? increase (see Theorem 5.11).
While Otremba computed the mass by means of Gauss sums, we shall reproduce the
same result in the special case of the principal genus, by a more direct and elementary
method, which is easily generalized to the cases where the basic field is an abelian
extension over Q. We should refer also to a work of lyanaga [13], who determined the
class numbers of unimodular Hermitian forms over the ring Z[i] of Gaussian integers of
rank«= 1, 2, , 7. However the method he used (i.e., Kneser's method of adjacent
lattices) does not seem to be extended easily to the general base field.

0.3. The method we shall use to compute the class numbers is an arithmetic
version of the trace formula (cf. Hashimoto [6]). This has been proved to be useful for
the class number calculations by many authors such as Eichler, Pizer, Ponomarev, Asai
and Hashimoto-Ibukiyama, in the cases where the groups are obtained from quaternion
algebras (cf. [5], [8]), or orthogonal groups (cf. [2]). Although the general procedure in
our calculation does not differ from those in the above works, there are some features
which are proper to the unitary groups. For example, the fact that the base field has a
parameter causes an essential difference. This is one of the reasons why we think it
convenient to collect here basic facts in the form useful for our purpose, although some
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of them could be found in the literature.

0.4. This paper is organized as follows:
In § 1, we recall the definitions and basic facts on the unitary groups and genera of a

given Hermitian space. In §2, we study the relation between the class numbers with
respect to the unitary group and the special unitary group. A general formula for the
class numbers will be given in § 3. In §4, we study the structure or the parametrization of
conjugacy classes in the unitary group over a field of characteristic zero. Then we
specialize to the case of local and global fields, and describe the image under the natural
mapping of the conjugacy classes over global fields, in the conjugacy classes of the idele
groups. This part follows from Asai [1], who omitted the details in the case of unitary
groups. In §5, we calculate the mass of the principal genus of positive Hermitian forms
by a method different from Otremba [18]. Applying the mass formula, we also give new
remarks on the lower and upper bounds for the class numbers. In §6 we recall briefly
results of Landherr [15], Jacobowitz [14], on the Hermitian spaces and genera of
unimodular lattices.

NOTATION. As usual, Q, /?, C denote the field of rational, real, and complex
numbers, respectively, and Z denotes the ring of rational integers. For an algebraic
object B over Q or Z, we denote by Bp the p-aάic completion of B. Thus Qp (resp. Zp) is
as usual the field (resp. ring) of p-aάic numbers (resp. integers). Also we denote by B&
the idelization of B. If G is a group, and H is a subgroup of G, we denote the set of H
conjugacy classes in G by G // H, and its element containing g by [g]H. When H=<& is a
(?-group, we put simply [g]Q: = [g]G, [g]p: = [g]Gp, where G = GQ, Gp are the group of Q-
rational, (^-rational points of G, respectively. Also, we denote by G(g) the centralizer of
g in G. The cardinality of a finite set S is written as #(5). Throughout this paper, K
denotes an imaginary quadratic field. For c e Q x and a place v of Q, we denote by
(c, K/Q)V the local norm residue symbol of c, i.e., (c, K/Q)V= 1 or — 1 according as c is a
norm of an element of K* or not. Notice that we have (c, K/Q)υ = (c, m)v (: = the Hubert

symbol) if K=Q(^Jln}. Also we denote by χ(*) = (A/*) = (d(K)/*) the Dirichlet character
attached to K, where d(K) is the discriminant of K.

1. Hermitian forms and unitary groups. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field

and let G = Oκ be the ring of integers of K. For any place υ of Q, we put KV: = K®QQV.
Also we put 0P: = G®ZZP at any finite place p of ρ, and Z^. = R, 0^: = C at the
infinite place oo. Denote by p the non-trivial automorphism of K/Q. Let (V, H) be a
non-degenerate p-Hermitian space over K. Namely Vis a (left) vector space over K, and
H: Vx V-+Kis a (7-bilinear form which satisfies the following conditions:

(i) H(αx, y) = α H(x, y) for any α e K, x, y E V.
(ii) H(y, x) = H(x, y)p for any x, y e V\

and (V, H) being nondegenerate means that
(iii) if H(x, y) = 0 for any y e V, then x = 0.
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Now we put G : = U(K, //). Namely G is the unitary group of (V, //), which is a

reductive group defined over Q whose set G = GQ of Q-rational points is given by

G : = {g e GLK( F); H(xg, yg) = H(x, y) for any x, y e V] .

For any place v of Q, we denote by (V, H)v or (VV9 H) the completion of (K, H) at t;, i.e.,
Fy: = V®QQV and // is the unique continuous extension of H: VxV^K to

Vvx VV^KV. It is a non-degenerate p-Hermitian space over Kv.
Let L be an (^-lattice in V. Namely, L is a finitely generated ^-module in V which

contains a basis of K over K so that K-L=V. We put Lυ : = $„ L at any place u of β and
see that Lr is an (^-lattice in Kw. Let Uυ be the open subgroup of Gv : = V(VV9 H) defined

by

and put

(1.1)
V

This is an open subgroup of GA, the idele group of G. As a subgroup
the group GA acts naturally on the set of ^-lattices in V\

L g : = f } ( L v g v n V ) .
V

The group U(L) is the stabilizer of L in GA . The G-genus & = ̂ (L) is by definition the
GA -orbit of L. Namely, it consists of the ^-lattices L' in Ksuch that for any v there exists

gveGv with L'v = Lv gυ. Obviously, &(L) is stable under G. Each G-orbit in &(L) is
called a G-class in ££(L). It follows that the set of G-classes is in one-to-one
correspondence with the double coset space C/(L)\GA /G. The cardinality of this set is
called the class number of &(L) with respect to G and denoted by Λ(j£?(L)). Thus we
have, for the G-genus & =

(1.2)

Now let G ( 1 ): = §U(F, H) = U(V, H)n§l(V) be the special unitary group of
( K, //). Then, in exactly the same way as for G, we can define the genus & (1) = J^(1)(L) as
the GJ^-orbit of L, and see that the class number A(1)(J^(1)) of &(1) (with respect to G(1))
is equal to

(1.3) Λ(1)(^?(1)) = ίf[ί7(1)(L)\Gi1)/G(1)] .

Now the reduction theory of Borel and Harish-Chandra [3] shows that the homo-
geneous space GAυ/G(1) has finite volume with respect to an invariant measure of GA

υ,

from which follows that the class numbers Λ(1)(JS?(1)) and *(JSf) are finite for any genus of
^-lattices. Moreover, if (V, H)^ is indefinite, then by Shimura [19] we know, as an
application of the strong approximation theorem, that A(1)(J^(1)) is always equal to one,
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and that Λ(J^) is equal to the class number h(K) of K multiplied by certain elementary
factors. If, on the other hand, (K, H)M is definite, it is in general quite difficult to deter-
mine the class number for a given genus.

2. Class number relation between U(/ι) and SU(w).

2.1. In this section, we consider general questions concerning (possible) relations
between genera and class numbers in a given Hermitian space ( V, H) with respect to
G = U(K, H) and G(l) = SU(F, H), which are suggested by our main results in binary
and ternary cases. Namely, for a given G-genus Sf of ^-lattices, we ask:

(2.1) How can one describe the decomposition of <£ into the disjoint union of G(1)-

genera?

(2.2) Let J2?(1) be one of the G(1 ̂ genera in Sf . Then in which way the class numbers
h(&) and Λ(1)(J£?(1)) are related? Can one show that the latter is independent of
the choice of

There is another question concerning the class number of a genus 5g and that of the
equivalence classes in the integral Hermitian matrices. For simplicity, let us assume that
& is the principal genus. Then we may ask:

(2.3) Describe, if any, a relation between the class numbers of JSf , J£?(1) and those of
the integral unimodular Hermitian matrices.

We note that complete answers to these questions were given by Shimura [19], in the
case (V, H) is indefinite. Following his method, we can give answers to them also in the
case (K, H) is definite. Suppose we are given an ^-lattice L hence the genus & = £?(L).
For each member M of & we define a fractional ideal [L : M] in K by

(2.4) [L : M] : = {detfe); g e End*( F), L g c M}Θ .

Then it is easily seen that [L: M] has the following properties (cf. [19]):
(i) [ L : M ] [ M : N ] = [L:N]

(ii) If L ID M and L/M~ 0/α as 0-modules, then [L : M} = α.
(iii) [L:L g] = (det(0))0 for any g e GLK( V).
(iv) [L : M] (x) z Zp = [Lp : Mp] for any p,

where [Lp : Mp] is the ideal in Kp defined similarly as in (2.4). Denote by P the group of
fractional ideals α in A: such that NKjQ(a) = (l). Then we have P^K^/Oβ*. Here, for a
subgroup / of K& we put /(1) : = J Π Keτ(NKIQ : K£ -+Q& ). For α e P, we put

(2.5) JSfβ:

Then the following lemma is immediately checked.

LEMMA 2.1. We have <?= \JaeP &a (disjoint), hence the mapping JS?-*P, sending
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to α, gives afibration of <£ over P. Moreover, each fibre j£fα is stable under the

natural action o

It follows that, if we let GA act on P through the multiplication of the

determinant of its elements, the above fibration is GA -equivariant. Now define sub-
groups G", GA of G, GA, respectively, by

(2.6) Gl:

Then we see, more precisely, that each 5£ Λ is GA -stable and that the stabilizer of each
point in P is GA , since we have

G lfZu —
A / ^ A —> A

det

LEMMA 2.2. We have

where the summation is taken over the ideal classes [α] (in the principal genus) represented
by α E P.

PROOF. First note that P/^(1)±^ {ideal classes in the principal genus}, which
follows from Hubert's theorem 90. Then the assertion is a consequence of the fact that
GA (resp. G) acts on each &a (resp. ideal class [α]) transitively, and that the stabilizer of α

is G". q.e.d.

Since G" and G ( 1 ) are normal subgroups of G, we have the following from the above
argument:

COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose [a] = \b]for α, be P. Then we have

Next we decompose J&?α into the union of GA

υ-orbits. For this purpose we put e =
[0%}: det(t/(L))]. Note that e is determined by & and is independent of the

choice of L.

LEMMA 2.4. (i) Each j£?α is a disjoint union of exactly e G^}-genera.
(ii) We always have e<2\ and e=l if Lp (p = 2) contains a normal modular

component at the prime p = 2 which is always the case for n = odd or (K/2)^0.

(iii) If n = 29 and L is unimodular, then e = 2od(K)=\2 (mod 16) and L is
subnormal.

(See §6 for the definition of normal, or subnormal unimodular lattices).

PROOF. The first assertion is a direct consequence of the fact that Jδ?0 consists of a
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single G& -orbit, and that, if we write M e Jz?α as M = L g (g e GA), the stabilizer of M in
GA is U(M) = g~1U(L)g. The assertions (ii), (iii) are easy consequences of the results in

[10, §3], and we omit the details. q.e.d.

Now we assume, throughout the following, that (K, H) is positive definite. Denote
by Γ(M) the unit group of an 0-lattice. The following result refines Proposition 1.8 of
lyanaga [13].

PROPOSITION 2.5. For each aG¥>JetMl,-'-,MKbea complete representatives of
the Gu-orbits in <£Q. Then we have

A #[det(Γ(M ;))]

PROOF. Let M(ί) ( !</</l) be a complete representatives of the G(1)-orbits in
JSfβ, so that JSfα= y f G (1) Λf ( / ). If we let Gu act on the set of these G(1)-orbits, we see

that it factors through the quotient G"/G ( 1 )~ W(K), which is a cyclic group with a gen-

erator, say, ζ. Now if Mj = M(ί\ , M(m) are the members of a W(K)-oτbit under this
action, we clearly have det(Γ(Mj)) = <ςm>, hence m = #(W(K))/#[άεt(Γ(Mj)]. Summing
these equalities over 7, we get the result. q.e.d.

COROLLARY 2.6. Suppone n = odd, and either K^Q(^J~^3) or (n, 3)= 1. Then:
(i) Each J^α consists of a single G(l} -genus.

(ii)
(iii)

PROOF, (i) follows from our assumption n = oάά and Lemma 2.4. Moreover, the

additional assumption implies (n, 9(IV(K)))=\9 so that ζ \ — >ζn is an automorphism of
W(K). It follows that the determinant of the scalar matrix ζ ln (eΓ(M)) generates
W(K\ hence del(Γ(M))=W(K) for any ΛίeJδf. (ii) and (iii) follows from this and
Proposition 2.5. q.e.d.

COROLLARY 2.7. Notation being as above, we have

where the equality holds if and only */ det(Γ(Af )) = W(K) for all Me

PROOF. By Proposition 2.5, we have

If we put Jz?[Q] : = (Jbew &\> (disjoint), we immediately have

(2-7)
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from which the assertion follows. q.e.d.

From the above arguments, we can give an answer to the questions (2.1), (2.2).

PROPOSITION 2.8. (i) //(«, h(K)!2l~l) = 1, then the class numbers tf[j^a/G(1)] and
U] are independent of the ideal a e P (t : = $ {p p \ d(K)}\

(ii) If, moreover, e(&)=\ (see Lemma 2.4), then the class number Λ(1)(j£?(1)) is
independent of the choice &(1) of a G(1)-genus in <£ .

PROOF, (i): Since det(α IJ^α" (αe/^υ), we find, for each αeP, an ideal b e P
and CE K(1) such that α = b"(c). Then we have 9[&JG(»] = 9[&bn/G(»] by Corollary 2.3.
Writing b = α G we then see that & bn = J£? α. Since α is in the center of GA , we see that
Ml α and M2 α are in the same G(1)-orbit if and only if so are M1? M2 (e J2?). This

proves (i). (ii) is a direct consequence of (i) and <£a=<£(1\ which follows from the
assumption. q.e.d.

Summing up, we now have the following:

THEOREM 2.9. Notation being as above, suppose that (i) (n, h(K)/2t~ί)=\9 (ii)
= 1 and (iii) det(Γ(M)) = W(K)for any Me &. Then for any α 6 P, J^α consists of a

single G>(ί)-genus, and we have

h(^) = (h(K)/2t-1)'h(ί](^(i)) for any &(1) = 3>a.

2.2. Next we consider the question (2.3).

For simplicity, we assume that L is a free 0-lattice. Then we have:

LEMMA 2.10. For a member M of JS? = JS?(L), the following conditions are

equivalent:
(i) M is a free (9-lattice.

(ii) [ L : M ] = (a)foranaεK(l\

(iii)

Indeed, this is an immediate consequence of the well known facts that the class

number of SLn(K) is one and that, for any ideals α, b, one has αφb^$0αb (as 0-
modules).

Now to each member Mof JS?m, we associate an equivalence class of the Hermitian

matrix

where {eί9 - - , en} is a basis of Mover 0. Recall that two Hermitian matrices Hί9 H2 are
called (integrally) equivalent, if there exists A e GLn((9) such that H2=AHl

 1A. Then the
equivalence class of HM is independent of the choice of the basis. Denote by ,#*(«£?) the
image of this correspondence M i — >HM when M ranges over J2?u]. From the above
remark, we have a canonical bijection
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(2.8) y^G

We note also that, in the above correspondence, we have

(2.9) Γ(M)~Γ(HM): = {AeGLn(G) 9 AHM

tA =

DEFINITION 2.11. (i) Two Hermitian matrices //19 H2 are called properly
equivalent, if there exists AeSLn((9) such that H2=AHl

tA.

(ii) Let Ξ be a subgroup of W(K). Then Me ̂  or HM is said to be properly of
type Ξ, or Ξ-proper, for short, if det(Γ(//M)) = Ξ.

For Me&β, denote by O\M) (resp. O\M)) the Gu-orbit (resp. G(1)-orbit) of M in X
The proof for the following two lemmas are immediate:

LEMMA 2.12. Suppose that Me£?G is Ξ-proper. Then

(i) OU(M) consists of[W(K) : Ξ] G(1)-orbits.
(ii) Each member Mi of OU(M) is again Ξ-proper.

LEMMA 2.13. Suppose that H=1H is Ξ-proper. Then:

(i) The equivalence class of H consists of[W(K) : Ξ] proper equivalence classes.
(ii) Each member H{ of the class of H is again Ξ-proper.

Combining these results, we get:

THEOREM 2.14. There exists a canonical bίjection

which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) // preserves the unit group, that is, Γ(M) ~ Γ(HM). In particular, M is Ξ-proper

if and only if HM is Ξ-proper.
(ii) The following diagram is commutative:

(2.8)
^/G"-JSPtl]/G -

We remark that, if & is a genus of unimodular (P-lattices, then 3tf(&) consists of
the integral Hermitian matrices in Mn(&) of determinant one, with the condition that the
greatest common divisor of their diagonal elements are odd or even, according as & is
normal or subnormal.

3. General class number formula. Here we give a closed expression for the class

numbers h(&) and A(1)(J^(1)) of the genera J^7, J^(1) in a given Hermitian space (K, H),
which we assume, throughout this paper, to be positive definite. This is a special case of
the trace formula for the Brandt matrices given in [6].
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For the sake of simplicity, we treat the class number A(J2?) with respect to the
unitary group G, and note that the result for A(1)(J&?(1)) is obtained simply by changing
notation. Thus, suppose we are given in (K, //) a genus <£=<£(L) of (^-lattices, and let
A = Λ(Jδf) be its class number. Then one can express GA as a disjoint union of the double
cosets:

(3.1) G A = U ^ . G (U=U(L)),
i= 1

so that the (^-lattices Li: = L ξi(l<i<h) form a complete set of representatives of the

classes in 5£. We put for each /

(3.2) Γi:

Since (V, H)^ is definite, U is a compact subgroup of G A ; and each Γt, being a discrete
subgroup of U, is a finite subgroup of G (see Lemma 5.10). Therefore each element of Γt

has a finite order, and hence its characteristic polynomial is a product of cyclotomic
polynomials over K. Let Fbe the (finite) set of all possible characteristic polynomials of
the torsion elements of G. For each/e F, denote by G(/) (resp. Γf(/)) the set of elements
of G (resp. Γ f) having / as their characteristic polynomial. Then one has an obvious
expression for the class number h :

Note that G(f) is stable under the (/-conjugation. In general, however, it consists of an
infinite number of G-conjugacy classes (see §4). We say that a G-conjugacy class [g]Q is
locally integral, if rtr\[g]Q^0 for some / (1 </<Λ). This is easily seen to be equivalent

to UΓ\[g]GΆ ^0, where [g]cΆ is the GA-conjugacy class of g. From Lemma 5.10 below
and the above expression, we see that the number of locally integral G-conjugacy classes
of finite orders is finite.

Next we put, for each [g]Q = [g]G

(3.3,

Note that this is an invariant of the G-conjugacy class [g]Q and does not depend on the
choice of the representatives {£f} in (3.1). Let G(g) be the centralizer of g in G. It is
known that G(g) is again a reductive group over Q, if g is a semisimple element of G. Let
Fbe an idelic arithmetic subgroup of G(0)A which can be decomposed as in (1.1) for U.
Then in the same way as for GA , we have a decomposition

h'

G(g)Λ= U G(g)ηjy (disjoint),
7=1

and obtain a system of (global) arithmetic subgroups
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Now we put

(3.4)

and call it the mass of V in

PROPOSITION 3.1 (Hashimoto [6]). We have

(3.5) Λ(MQ; &)=ΣM(V)U cp(g, Up, Vp) ,p , p, p
p

where ^(V) ranges over a (finite) set of genera of the idelic arithmetic subgroups ofG(g),
and

cp(g, up, FP): = #[GP(0)\MP(0, up9 vp)/up] ,

„, TJ τ / v Γ ( vM (g, U V )=4χeG (g . . .p p p [ p is conjugate in G(g)p to

We note that cp(g, Up, Vp) is the number of ί/p-conjugacy classes in [g]p Π Up such
that Gp(g) Γ\xUpx~l is conjugate in Gp(g) to Fp. If we choose and fix one Fin G(g)A and
put

( = the generalized index for commensurable groups) ,

then we have another expression for h([g]Q; J£f):

(3.6) A([0]β; &)=M(r)'ϊl Σ Ind^; g) ,
P U J

where the summation is taken over a complete set of representatives of
Gp(g)\Mp(g, Up)/Up. Substituting this into the above formula we get:

THEOREM 3.2. TTze class number of the G-genus j£? is given by the following
expression:

(3.7)

the second summation is taken over the locally integral G-conjugacy classes [g]Q =

[g]G in G(f), and h([g]Q &) is given by (3.5) or (3.6).

In the subsequent paper [10], we shall be interested in the evaluation of the right
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hand side of (3.7) to obtain explicit formulas in the cases where n = άimκ( V) = 2 or 3.

4. Conjugacy classes in the unitary groups.

4. 1 . Let Fbe a field of characteristic zero and E be either a quadratic extension of
F or the sum of two copies of F. We denote by p the non-trivial automorphism of E/F.

Let (V, H) be a non-degenerate p-Hermitian space over E, and put GF : = U(K, H)F. We
investigate the semi-simple conjugacy classes of G. Put n = rankE(V). Let/=/(Λr) be a
monic polynomial in X of degree n with coefficients in £such that/(0)e£x. Denote by
G(f) the set of all semi-simple elements of GF with the characteristic polynomials /. If
p=p(X)eE[X] is monic and /?(0)e£x, we define its dual p* e E[X] by

where /=deg(/?) and /? i — >pp is the natural action of p on £|X|. It is easy to see that

/=/* if G(f)^0. Hereafter, we assume that/=/*. Then we can write

(4.1) f(X)=l\mi(Xr,
i=l

where each mi is a *-in variant monic polynomial in E[X] of positive degree which cannot

be expressed as a product of such polynomials. Note that when E is a field, mi is either
irreducible over E, or is of the form ntnf with ni eE[X] monic and irreducible over E,
and with n^nf. We then put m(X): = γ\r

i = l mh A : = E[X]/(m(X)), A^^E^Km^X}},

hence we have A = @iAi. Note that A and At are semi-simple algebras over E. Since m =
ra*, w—raf, there exists a unique involution σ of A such that

(4.2) Eσ = E, σ\E = p, and XXσ=l

(we abbreviate "AΊnod (m(X))" as JQ, and that each A{ is stable under σ. The restriction

of σ to Λ; will be denoted by the same letter σ. We define the subalgebra B of A by 5 : =
σ = a}, and put Bi: = B Γ \ A i . Note that each Bt is a field containing F.

Let (W^, /) be a σ-Hermitian space over ^. By the scalar restriction, we may regard
an ^-module. Let rTτA/E = ̂ iΎτA./E be the reduced trace of A/E. We define on W a

p-Hermitian form ΎrA/E(I) over E by putting

Tr^/X*, j) : = Tr^/£(/(x , y)) (x, ye IV).

For a given σ-Hermitian form /t over an /4rmodule Wh we define on Wi a p-Hermitian
form ΎrAi/E(I(x, y)) over £" in the same way.

Now suppose that G(/) Φ 0 for a polynomial /satisfying (4. 1), and fix an element g
of (/(/). Then ra(A') is the minimal polynomial of g. We introduce an Λ -module
structure on F via x X=x-g (xe F), and denote it by V(9\ Let (x, >>) be an element of
VxV. Since (F, H) is non-degenerate, there exists a unique element //%x, >>) of A such
that the equality
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(4. 3) H(x a9y) = ΎτA/E(a ft'

holds for any aeA. It is easy to see that the map (x, y) \ — >Hg(x, y) is a non-degenerate

σ-Hermitian form on V(9\ The principle of Milnor [16] and Springer-Steinberg [21] in
the unitary group case is described in the following way:

LEMMA 4.1. (i) The set G(f) is not empty if and only if there exists a non-
degenerate σ-Hermitian space (K, //) over A such that (y,rTτA/E(ff)) is ίsomorphίc to

(V,H).
(ii) Suppose that G(f)^0. Then the map g \ — >(V(g\ H9) induces a canonical

bijection

( The isometric classes of σ-Hermitian spaces 1
G(/)//G~ [(I/ ft) over A such that (K, ΊrA/E(H))~(V, H)]'

Moreover, the right hand side is canonically identified with the set

i, #ιl ' •> C^ #J); Θ (V* Tr^fl^ίK, H)

by the map [V, H] ^([V- A^ H\V AJ, - - ,[V Ar, H\V-Ar]). Here [V, H] (resp.

[Kt , Hi]) denotes the isometry class of σ-Hermitian spaces over A (resp. At) containing

(V,H)(resp.(Vi9Hΰ).

In the two special cases described in the following lemma, the isometry class of

(V, H) or (K f, Ha is uniquely determined by (V, H), (Vi9 //t):

LEMMA 4.2. Let the notation be as in Lemma 4.1.
(i) Suppose that E=F@F. Then any non-degenerate σ-Hermitian space (V, H)

over A belongs to a unique isometry class. Moreover, we have (V, ΎτA/E(H))cz(V, H) if and

only if rank£( V) = rank£( V). Therefore G(f) // G consists of a single conjugacy class.
(ii) Suppose that E is afield, and that mί = ntnf. Put At = An ®Ai2, A(j being afield

and AΪ± =Ai2. Then any non-degenerate σ-Hermitian space (Kf, Ht) over At with a given
rank belongs to a unique isometry class. The class of(V^ ΎΐAi/E(Hi)) is characterized by the

fact that the restriction ofΎτA.IE(H^ to V^A^ (j= 1, 2) are totally isotropic.

These facts are proved quite easily, so we omit the proof. In the situation of Lemma

4.1, we can determine the discriminant d(V^ ΊrAi/E(Hi))eFx /NE/F(E") from the discrim-
inant d(Vi,Hi)eBl

x/NAi/Bi(Al

x) of (Vi9 fft). Put /—rankj^,), and for each ^-basis

al9 - - , a{. of Ai9 put

(4.4) ^f/£[«ι, ' ' , «ιj :

Then we have the following:

LEMMA 4.3. (i) ΔA.IE[a^ , alt] belongs to Fx n NAilB.(B? ), and its class modulo
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NE/F(EX) does not depend on the choice of the basis (a^.

(ii) The above two discriminants are related by

(4.5)

(modNEIP(E*)) .

PROOF. The first assertion is easy to see. We prove (ii). First suppose that E and
A{ are fields. For simplicity, we put lt = I and ei = e. Let x1? , xe be an orthogonal basis

of Vι over A Γ Then {^^j}\<i<e,\<j<i f°rm a £-basis of V Γ Now,we regard A{ as a sub-
field of the algebraic closure F of F, and denote by a \—>a(s) (1 <s<l) the distinct em-
beddings of A i into F which stabilize each element of E. The involution σ is carried over

to that of A \s\ which we denote again by σ. Then the matrix

= (ΊτAilE(apa
σ

q H^ xk))) e Mβt,

is written as

with

T: =

O TT / v „ \( i )
/Ij ̂ Λj, Xs)

?<e). Since TtTσ = (TrAi/E(aja'£)), we get (4.5). When E or Ai is not a field, the
assertion is proved by reduction to the above case. q.e.d.

4.2. Now we assume that AT is an imaginary quadratic field and p is the nontrivial
automorphism of K. Let (K, H) be a positive definite p-Hermitian space over K. We

denote by G the unitary group (U(F, H) of (K, //). In order to describe the conjugacy
classes of G and Gv, we need the classification theorem of Hermitian spaces in local
and global versions over various extensions of Q or Qv, which was proved by Landherr

[15]. We first review those results of [15] which we need in this paper.
Let N be a totally real number field of finite degree over Q, and let M be a totally

imaginary quadratic extension of TV. For any place w of N, we put MW=M®NNW. We
denote the non-trivial automorphism of M/N and that of MW/NW by σ. Then we have:

LEMMA 4.4 (Landherr [15]). (i) Ifw is a finite place ofN, the isometry class of a
non-degenerate σ-Hermitian space (W, /) over Mw is determined by the rank n, and the
discriminant d( Ww, /) e N* /NMwlNw (M*).

(ii) Ifw is an infinite place ofN, the isometry class of a non-degenerate σ-Hermitian
space (W, /) over Mw (^C) is determined by the rank and the signature (/?w, q^).
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LEMMA 4.5 (Landherr [15]). The isometry class of a non-degenerate σ-Hermitian
space ( W, /) is determined by the rank, the discriminant d( W, /) e N x /NM/N(M x ) and the
signatures {(pw, qw)}^ where w runs through all infinite places of TV. They can take
arbitrary values subject to the following conditions for every infinite place w:

Av + 4w = «, and (d(V),M/N)w = (-l)'".

Here (c, M/N)W is the local norm residue symbol of c at w. Note that the above lemmas,
together with the Hasse principle for the norm map in a cyclic extension, imply the

Hasse principle for the isometry of the Hermitian spaces. Namely, two non-degenerate
σ-Hermitian spaces (W, I) and (W\ /') over Mare isometric if and only if so are (W, 7)w

and (W, Γ) at any place w of N.
Let f=f(X) be a monic polynomial in 0[X] of degree n whose roots in Q are all

roots of unity. We also assume /to satisfy /=/*. Decompose / into the form (4.1) in
K[X], and let A, Ah σ, B, and Bt be as before. Then each A{ is a field, which can be

regarded as a subfield of Q. It is easy to see that E{ is totally real and A{ is a totally
imaginary quadratic extension of EΓ By Lemma 4.1, each element of G(f) // G
corresponds canonically to an r-ple ([F1? //J, , [Kr, f)r]) satisfying the condition that
®i(Vh Tr^. /£(//,)) ~(F, H). From this condition we see that, for each /, ΐankA.(Vi) = ei

(fixed by (4.1)) and (Kί5 #f)w is positive definite at any infinite place w of Bt. Then
applying Lemma 4.5, we see that the isometry class of (V^H^) is determined by

? I N A i l E i ( B f ) . By Lemma 4.3, the above condition is expressed as

(4.6) H(AAi/κYiNBilQ(d(Vi))^d(V) (modNK/Q(K*))
i

where ΔA./K stands for AA./κ[αl, , αlt] defined by (4.4).

Now we localize everything above. Let p be a finite place of Q. For each /, let

{PiΛ, , Λ,r(/,p)} be tne set °f a^ places of 5j lying above p. Then the decomposition
(4.1) applied to m(eK^X\ becomes

mi(X)= ff
j=ι

Now put

and Λ ί i p J :=Λ f i p n^ ί t p J .

Then we may assume that ^j p. =y4 f > p > i / and ^p. . = BίfpJ. By Lemma 4. 1 , each element

of GD(f)//GD corresponds canonically to a system ([^(ΛjX ^(Λ,7 )]) C 1 <*<r, 1 <7<
t(i,P))ι where each [F(Pί?J), H(Pt j ) ] is an isometry class of σ-Hermitian space over

Aitpj. They satisfy the condition
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By Lemma 4.5, this is equivalent to

(4-7)

(modNKp/Qp(Kp)), where ΔAitp jlKp is defined by (4.4). In the local case, we have the
following:

PROPOSITION 4.6. Let f be a monic polynomial of degree n ( = dimκ( F)) which is a
product of cyclotomic polynomials over K. Let υ be a place of Q.

(i) When v= oo, G^(f) jj G^ consists of a single conjugacy class.
(ii) Let v=p be a finite place, and let the notation be as above. For any geGp(f),

define an Ap-module V(*} as in Lemma 4.1. Let d(V(^Άitptj) be the discriminant of
the p-Hermitίan subspace V(^Άiίpj in (V, H)p. Then the mapping g i
induces a canonical bίjection

where, on the right hand side, we delete the last condition if At p j is afield.

PROOF. The first assertion is easy to see. We prove (ii). The above
is nothing but the factor corresponding to (/,./), on the left hand side of (4.7). The

surjectivity of the mapping follows immediately from this remark. On the other hand,
the translation theorem in local class field theory shows that d(V(Pij),H(Pij)) is

uniquely determined by d(V(/} AitpJ). Then the injectivity follows. q.e.d.

In the global case, we have the following:

PROPOSITION 4.7. Let f,geG(f) and V(9} be as above. Then the mapping

g *-^(d(V(f} Aitptj))p<aθtlzizr,izjzt(itP) induces a canonical bijection

i, j dit pj = d( Vp) for anyp<cc

(ditptj, K/Q)p= + 1 for almost allp,

ΠPJ«PJ» KIQ\= + 1 far any i

where d(V(^Άitpj) is as in Proposition 4.6.

We can prove this proposition by using (4.6) and an argument similar to that in the
proof of Proposition 4.6. From the above two propositions, we get the following result

which was proved by Asai [1]:
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PROPOSITION 4.8 (The Hasse principle for conjugacy classes). The notation being
as above, the natural map

p < oo

is injective.

5. Mass formulas. In this section we use the notation of § 1, § 3 and §4.

5.1. We shall calculate the mass M(V) which appears in (3.4). As is well known,
this is equivalent to evaluating the volume vol(G(#)A/G(g)) with respect to the invariant
measure normalized by vol( V) = 1.

Letf=f(X)E<9[X] be as in Theorem 3.2, and let A, B, Ai9 B( (1 </<r) be as in §2.1.
Let g be an element of G(/). Then we get a non-degenerate σ-Hermitian space (V ( 9\ H9)
over A (see (4.3)). For each /, we put

(5.1)
( V(f\ //?): = ( V(9) - Ai9 H9 1 V(9) A ,.) .

Each G(g; /) is a reductive group defined over the totally real field Bt. We can identify

G(g) with γ[i ResB./c(G(0; /)), where ResB./Q denotes the restriction of the base field from
B( to Q. Therefore we have

(5.2) G(g)Λ/G(g)Q * Π G(g; ί)Λ/G(g; ί)Bi .
i

Thus the calculation of M(V) is reduced to that of vol(G(#; OA/G(#; i)B) for each /.
We start with the following situation: Let TV be a totally real number field and Mbe

a totally imaginary quadratic extension of N with a non-trivial automorphism σ over N.

Let R = RM and S=SNbQ the ring of integers of M, W respectively. Like Zv and Φv, we
define the completions Rw and *SW at each place w of ^V. Let m be a positive integer and /

a σ-Hermitian matrix in Mm(R), which we assume to be positive definite at all infinite
places of N. We put I(x, y) = x I tyσ for x, yeMm. Let Mm(I) be the mass of the genus
containing the standard lattice Rm in the σ-Hermitian space (Mm, /) with respect to
U(Mm, /). Namely, we have

, /)„; duΛ) ,

where duΛ : = γ\wduw is the normalized Haar measure of U(Mm, 7)A such that

(5.3)
J(U(Λr,/) A nGL m (Λ A )

When N=Q and M = A^ is an imaginary quadratic field, Braun [4] gave a formula
for Mm(/), which is analogous to SiegeΓs formula (cf. [20]). Modifying Braun's
argument, or using the fact that the Tamagawa number of the unitary group U(Mm, /) is
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two (cf. Ono [17]), one easily gets the following:

PROPOSITION 5.1. Notation being as above, the mass IVOm(/) is expressed as

(5.4) MJ/) =

Here d(N) andd(M/N) denote the discriminant of N and the relative discriminant ofM/N,
respectively; and for each place w of N, αw(/) ( = the local density of I at w) is defined as

follows: Ifw = P (finite),

If w is an infinite place,

αw(/):=Π(2π)V(7-l)!.
j = ι

Otremba [18] computed αp(/) in the case M/N= K/Q, by the technique using Gauss'

sums. Here we compute the number Apk(I) directly in the case /= lm, from which the
results of Otremba are reproduced easily. Although* this method can be applied only to a
restricted class of Hermitian matrices /, it would be of some interest, since it is
immediately generalized to more general cases of M/N, which we need for our purpose.

Now we return to our case M/N=K/Q. For each finite place p we abbreviate

lm) to UOT(0//?k), and consider the natural projection:

Then the first two assertions in each of the following lemmas are proved immediately,
since in these cases every non-degenerate p-Hermitian matrix in Mm((9jp) which is
equivalent to \m can be lifted to a p-Hermitian matrix in Mm(0p), equivalent to lm.

LEMMA 5.2. Suppose (Kjp)= + 1. Then we have:
(i) φk is surjective for all k > 2.

(ii) Ker(</)t)~{l+/-1^; Xe Mm(Zp/pk)} ^ Mm(Z/p).
(iii)

(iv)

LEMMA 5.3. Suppose (K/p)= — 1. Then we have:
(i) φk is surjective for all k>2.

(ii) Ker(4>k) * {Xe Mm(Θ/p); X+ 'X" = 0} (k > 2).

(iii)

(iv)

LEMMA 5.4. Suppose (K/p) = Q, and pφl. Then -we have:
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(i) φk is surjective for all k>2.

(ii) Ker(^) * {Xe Mm(Z/p) X+ <X= 0) (k > 2).

(iii) Apk(lm)=p^-^2+^ + ^ίί(Om(Z/p)).
Γl + (_1/ny/2n- m / 2 l - l . . . .L ( /p) ' J .. m

Here we understand that (K/p)j= +1 if j is even, and (K/py = 0 ifj is odd.

LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that (K/p) = Q andp = 2. Write p = P2 in K, and consider the
following diagram consisting of natural projections'.

We have:
(i) φk is surjective for all k>2.

(ii) ί(Coker^)<2)) = 2m-1, #(Cokerψ[2)) = 2m (Λ>3) 4\\d(K),

$(Cokerφ¥}) = 2m-1, $(Cokeΐφ(f}) = 2m (k>2,k^7>) 8\\d(K).

(iii) *(Ker</)ί1)) = S(Ker(/.ί2)) = 2m(m + 1)/2/ί" all k>2.
(iv)

Here d(K) is the descriminant of K, and we apply the same convention in (v) as in Lemma
5.4.

The proofs of these lemmas will be given in the next paragraph. Now, substituting these

results for αy(lm) to (5.4) and applying the well-known formula for the values of
Dirichlet's L-function at integral points, we get the following:

THEOREM 5.6 (cf., Otremba [18]). When M=K and N=Q, the mass Λfm(lJ is
expressed as follows:

(5.5) M , χ i J = 2 1 - ' Π ί i Π (pm/2+(-l/p)m/2)

2m-l ••• 4\\d(K)

2w/2(2m-l) •••

1 •••(2,d(K))=l (mieυen),

< fl1-^ (m:odd).
j=ι 2J
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Here χ(*): = (Λy*) is the Dίrίchlet character attached to K, and Bj χj is 'the j-th generalized
Bernoulli number attached to the primitive character χ j (see the convention above).

Our method can be applied without any difficulty, to more general cases of M/N. In
particular, we have the following generalization of Theorem 5.6 which we need later in
[10] (cf. Hashimoto [7]).

THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that M is abelian over Q, andm is odd. Let X(M/Q) be the
set of primitive Dirichlet characters attached to M/Q in class field theory. Then the mass of
the genus of R^ in the Hermitian space (A/m, lm) is given as follows:

(5.6) Mm(lJ=2 1-ΓΠ Π ~,
•/=! \

where T is the number of distinct prime divisors of d(MjN\

Since the proof of this theorem is exactly the same as that of Theorem 5.6, we omit
it.

Next we mention the relationship between the masses with respect to the unitary
and the special unitary groups. To avoid unnecessary complications, we consider the
simplest case of principal genera. Let G = QJ( K, H) be as usual, and let G(1) = SdJ( F, H)

be the special unitary group, where (K, H) = (Km, lm) is the standard Hermitian space.
Let JSf, 5£ (1) be the principal genus of G, G(1), respectively. Then we have the following:

PROPOSITION 5.8. For the masses Mm(G; &) and Mm(G(1); J^(1)) of the principal
genus with respect to G and G(1), we have

PROOF. We normalize the measure dtΛ=γ[vdtυ of GA by the condition
vo\(Uv; dtv)= 1 for all v. Since the 0p-lattice Lp has an orthogonal basis, we see that the

image of the determinant of Up=\U(Lp) is the set (9(

p

} of norm one elements in θp for all
L in the principal genus. Therefore we can define the measure dsΛ = γ[v dsv in such a way
that vo\(U(

v

1] dsv)=l for all v9 and that the quotient dtΛ/dsΛ induces on GΛ/Gg}c*Kg}

the same measure as that we defined for GA with m=\. Applying Theorem 5.6 to m= 1,
we get the assertion. q.e.d.

5.2. Now we prove Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. In the first three of these
lemmas, the assertions (i), (ii) are easy consequences of the remark preceding Lemma

5.2. Then (iii), (iv) follows from the following formulae for the orders of the classical
groups over finite fields.

LEMMA 5.9. Let frp = Z/p, and let Fβ (q=p2) be the quadratic extension 0/Fp. Then
we have:

(i)
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(ii) *(Um(Fί/Fp))=Jp
I"(I"-1)/2Π7=1 (pj-(- In

(iii) If >/2, then

[(m-l)/2]

it(Om(Fp))=2pm(m-1)/2 Π (1-P"2J)
j=ι

(\-(-\/p)ml2p-ml2 ••• m evβn
I
[I - - - m: odd .

(iv) Ifp = 2, then

7=1

PROOF, (i), (ii) and (iii) are well-known (cf. Wall [23], see also Siegel [20, Hilfssatz
18], for (iii). So we prove (iv). Note first that our group Om(Fp) is not equal to the group
of linear transformations in Xί9 - - , Xm which leave the quadratic form X\ + + X2

m =

(*!+••• +Xm)2 invariant. Pute0: = r(l, 0, , 0), ** = '(!, , l )eF™. We note that, for
any vector eε Fp, we have the equality (e, e) = (e, e*) for the inner products. We claim
that the orbit Em of the vector e0 under the natural action of Om(Fp) is given by the set

To prove this, take an arbitrary vector e1 belonging to the right hand side of (*). We
look for the vectors e2,- ,em inductively, satisfying the conditions (ei9 e±) =

(eι> e2Ϊ= ' ' ' =(eh ei-ι) = ® The existence of el9 , em_ί is easily seen from the above
remark. To find em is equivalent to solving the system of linear equations in em:

(**) (em,e*)=l, (em,ej) = 0 (\<j<m-l).

Hence it is also equivalent to the linear independence of e*9 eί9 - , em_ί over Fp.
Suppose they satisfy a linear equation

X V; + V* = 0 ( λ j e F J .
7=1

Taking the inner product with ep one gets λj = λ0 (\<j<m-\). Again taking the inner
product with e*, one then has

0 = Σ *j+*o(e*,e*) = (2m-l)^,
7=1

which shows that λj = Q for ally, hence the existence of em. Then we see that the matrix

(^ι» ' ' ' > em) belongs to Ow(Fp), and it transforms e0 to e±. This proves our claim.
Now it follows easily that

1 (F)) = 2--1 or 2--1-!
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according as m is even or odd. Our assertion (iv) follows from this by induction.
q.e.d.

PROOF OF LEMMA 5.5. First note that Uw(0//>k) = Um(0p//?*),
Vm(0p/P2k~l) for all k. Hence it suffices to prove the assertion with (9p instead of 0. We
denote the prime elements of Zp, (9P by the same letters /?, P, respectively. It satisfies

(5.7) PP=P, Pp = P (mod/?).

(i): Fix an arbitrary element X0 of Λfm(0p) satisfying X0

lXξ = \m (modP2*"1). Put
C : =pl ~k(\m - XjXξ). Then C is a Hermitian matrix in P Mm(Θp). So, writing C= (ctj),
we have

(5.8) cii = c f i E P ' ( 9 p , cίj = Cji€P'βp (i*j) .

It suffices to show that there exists X1 e Mm(&p) such that X0+plί~1PXί (mod/?k) belongs
to Um(@p/pk). Thanks to (5.7), we can rewrite this condition as

(5.9) P WXζ-Xo'Xβ^C (mod/7).

Here (5.8) shows the existence of 7eMm($p) such that P (7-ί70 = c (mod/?). Since
XQ is invertible, we may put Xί = Y^Xg)'1. Now it follows that this X{ satisfies (5.9),
which completes the proof of (i).

(ii): We give a description of the homogeneous space Vm(Θp/pk~ί)/lm(φ(k)) as
follows. Let X0 be an arbitrary element of Mm(@p) such that X0 (mod/?*"1) belongs to

Umί^X"1). Put C = C(XQ):=p1-k(lm-X0

tXξ)9 C = (ctj). Then C = fC^MIII((Pp). We
define an element e = e(X0) of F£ by

e:=(cn, --,cmm) (mod/7),

and a subset E(k) of F^ by

E(k):={ee F^; lX0eMm((9p) with X0(modp f c-1)e UJ^/^'1) and

For any ge^m(GPlp
k~l) and any eeE(k), write

It is easy to see that e(XX0) does not depend on the choice of X or X0, and we can define
an action of Um(ίPp//7k~1) on E(k) by

Here we can show, as in the proof of (i), that the stabilizer of e = (0, , 0) is nothing but
Im((/>[2)). Hence we have
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Moreover, it is not difficult to show

m ~\

(5.10) £(/c)=Hε" 'ε" eF<".= ι

Ci-0j k~2 (4\\d(K)),

Fm

(5.11) E(k) = (g|μ(κ))

fc>2,

The assertion (ii) is a consequence of these results.
(iii): Let g be an element of Ker(0^υ). Then we may write g = \m+pk~lPXl

(moάpk) with X1EMm(Op), and 0 is seen to be determined by X1 (modP). Here, a
straightforward calculation shows that the unitarity of g is translated into the equality
Xί-\-tXζ = 0 (modP). Now it is easy to see that

)) = *{Jr1 (modP); X1 + tX? = Q} = 2m

Similarly we get tf(Ker((/>[2)))-2m(m + 1)/2. q.e.d.

5.3. Here we give some remarks on the above results. Let again K be an
imaginary quadratic field, and let (K, H) be a positive definite Hermitian space over A^of
rank m. Let L be an 0-lattice, and & = &(L) be the genus containing L. Let L l 5 , Lh

be a complete set of representatives of the classes in J5f, and let Γ, : = U(L f) (1 <i<h) be
the unit group of Lf . As remarked in §3, the positivity of (V, H) implies that Γf's are
finite groups. The following lemma shows that the orders of these groups are bounded
by a constant which depends only on the genus <£.

LEMMA 5.10. Let d(&) be the product of the local discriminant d(Lp) of Lp

extended over the finite places p. Let p be any finite place not dividing 2d(&). Then we
have:

(i) If (Kip)— + 1, then each Γ, is ίsomorphic to a subgroup of GXm(Fp).
(ii) If (Kjp)= — 1, then each Γt is isomorphic to a subgroup of ^m(Fq/Fp), where

q=p2.
(iii) If(K/p) = Q, then each Γt is isomorphic to a subgroup of an orthogonal group of

degree m over Fp.

PROOF. We prove (ii). Let p be as above, and (K/p)= - 1. Then it is easy to see
that H induces a non-degenerate Hermitian form on Lp/pLp, which is an m-dimensional
vector space over Fβ. Since rf = Aut(Lf, H), the elements of Γt induce naturally
isometries on LipjpLip ~ Lp/pLp. We claim that the correspondence
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t, H) -+ Aut(Lip/pLip, H)^Aut(Lp/pLp, H)

is an injective homomorphism. Indeed, if geΓi corresponds to the identity of
Aut(Lp/pLp, H), it follows that all the eigenvalues ( of g must satisfy ζ=l (mod/?),
which implies g= lw, because g is of finite order (hence £'s are roots of unity), and we are
assuming that p>2. This proves the assertion (ii). The other assertions are proved quite
similarly. q.e.d.

The above lemma has the following important application:

THEOREM 5.1 1. Notation being as above, let C be the greatest common divisor of
the orders of the finite groups GLm(Fp), QJm(Fq/Fp) and Om(Fp), where p varies as in Lemma
5.10. Then C depends only on the genus <£, and we have the following estimates for the
class number h = h(&) of &:

(5.12)

where M(G; &) is the mass of <£.

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the above lemma and the definition

(3.4) of the mass M(G; &) = M(U(L)), together with the fact that W(K) = (9* is a

subgroup of every Γ,. q.e.d.

By a more detailed argument using the method of Hashimoto [6], it would be

possible to decide all possible subgroups of GLm(Fp), Um(Fg/Fp) and Om(Fp) which
appear as the image of some Γi9 provided the rank m is small enough and & is
sufficiently simple. However, we shall not go into this problem here and content
ourselves with the following observation:

PROPOSITION 5.12. Let K be imaginary quadratic, and (V,H) be a positive
Hermitian space. Take, in this space, a genus ££ of Θ-lattices. Then the contribution 7\ =
T(fι)from the identity element to the class number formula (3.7) is equal to M(G; J*?). In
particular, if(V, H) = (Km, lm), & is the principal genus and m = 3, it is given by

(5.13) 7\ =

This follows from Theorem 5.6 and a well-known formula:

As a corollary to the above lemma, we have:

PROPOSITION 5.13 (cf. Otremba [18]). Let (V9H) = (Km

9lm) and <£ be the
principal genus, and suppose that m>\. Then h(&)= 1 exactly in the following cases:

(i) m = 2: d(K)=-3, -4, -7, -8.
(ii) m = 3: d(K)=-3, -4.
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(iii) m = 4: d(K)=-3, -4.
(iv) m = 5:d(K)=-3.

PROOF. For the standard lattice ®m ε &\ we know that its unit group is the semi-
direct product of (W(K)) m and the symmetric group of degree ra, hence its order is
(mΐ) (#W(K))m. On the other hand, we see from the table of the generalized Bernoulli

numbers given below, that 1/M(G; J£?) is equal to this number exactly in the cases listed
above. Since A(JSf)= 1 if and only if these two numbers are equal, we have the assertion.

q.e.d.

TABLE OF THE GENERALIZED BERNOULLI NUMBERS. In the following table,
we give, for each imaginary quadratic field K with discriminant \d(K)\<250, the
Bernoulli numbers BltX, B3 r and B5tχ9 where χ is the Dirichlet character attached to K,
that is, χ(*) = (

(/)
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)

(Π)
(12)

(13)
(14)

(15)
(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)
(29)

(30)

<KK)

-3
-4

-7

-8

-11

-15
-19

-20

-23
-24

-31

-35

-39

-40

-43

-47

-51

-52

-55

-56

-59

-67

-68

-71

-79

-83
-84

-87

-88

-91

ramified primes

3

2

7

2

11

3*5

19

2*5

23

2*3

31

5*7

3*13

2*5

43

47

3*17

2*13
5*11

2*7

59

67

2*17

71

79

83

2*3*7

3*29

2*11

7*13

*I.X

-1/3

-1/2

-1

-1
-1

-2
-1

-2

-3

-2

-3

-2

-4

-2

-1

-5
-2

-2
-4

-4

-3

-1

-4

-7

-5

-3
-4

-6

-2

-2

*3.X

2/3

3/2

48/7

9

18

48
66

90

144

138

288
324

528

474

498

864

804

906
1200

1188

1206

1506

1908

2448

2976

2790

3156

3888

3354

3300

**«

-10/3

-25/2

-160

-285

-12750/11

-4960
-13450

-17610

-34080

-39850

-129600

-211860

-365600

-395210

-530410

-849600

-1148500

-1286570
-1709920

-1811700

-2221950

-3902410

-4337940

-5440800

-8724800

-10315230

-11186900

-13515360

-13725770

-15487700
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(/)
(31)
(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)
(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)
(72)

(73)
(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

d(K)

-95

-103

-104

-107

-111

-115

-116

-119

-120

-123

-127

-131

-132

-136

-139

-143

-148

-151

-152

-155

-159

-163

-164

-167

-168

-179

-183

-184

-187

-191

-195

-199

-203

-211

-212

-215

-219

-223

-227

-228

-231
-232

-235

-239

-244

-247

-248

ramified primes

5*19

103

2*13

107

3*37

5*23

2*29

7*17

2*3*5

3*41

127

131

2*3*11

2*17

139

11*13

2*37

151

2*19

5*31

3*53

163
2*41

167

2*3*7

179

3*61

2*23

11*17

191

3*5*13

199

7*29

211

2*53

5*43

3*73

223

227

2*3*19

3*7*11

2*29

5*47
239

2*61

13*19

2*31

*ι.z

-8

-5

-6

-3

-8
-2

-6

-10

-4

-2

-5

-5

-4
-4

-3
-10

-2

-7

-6
-4

-10

-1

-8

-11

— 4

-5

-8

-4

-2

-13

-4

— 9

-4

-3

-6

-14

-4

-7

-5
-4

-12

-2
_2

-15

-6

-6

-8

*3.Z

5040

5712

5598

5238

7248

5892

7326

8928

7620

7140

9600

8874

9636

10164

9558

13968

12282

15024

14238

13320

17808

13890

17496

20592

17556

19242

24816

21540

19716

29088

22920

30096

25992

26982

32526

39024

30696

39360

34506
37572

45216

37770

34980

50976

43902

50544

48456

**«

-20166240

-28772000

-29370750

-32344830

-40477600

-44394260

-48004350

-55588800

-55668020

-60305620

-73836800

-80468850

-85463540

-97412500

- 104207550

-126996000

- 142408970

-161000800

-161914110

-171476520

-203962400

-213225610

-228069000

-255272160

-252966740

- 327860850

-383680480

-379597300

-395673620

-467361600

-479879720

-557594400

-577203240

-681635550

-723516510

-795959520

-809210600

-930190720

-954428850

-999666740

-1095201600

-1076601770

-1106475860

-1281729600

-1351919550

-1473281760

- 1465634280
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6. Unimodular lattices.

6. 1 . In this section, we use the notation of § 1 thus we assume that K is an

imaginary quadratic field, and (V, //) is a positive definite Hermitian space over K of
rank m. Here our purpose is to recall briefly some basic results on the local theory of
Hermitian lattices, which were settled by Jacobowitz [14] and Shimura [19]. Especially
the former's result on the Jordan splitting of the general lattices will play an essential
role in our calculation of the class numbers. This fact also shows a limit of our
calculation, thus explaining our restriction to the genera of unimodular lattices.

Let us recall some definitions. An ^-lattice L in ( K, //) is said to be α-modular, for
an ideal α = ap of K, if it satisfies L = a - L*, where L* : = {x e V\ H(x, L)a(9} is the dual

lattice of L. In particular, an 0-modular lattice is called unimodular. Let p be a finite
place of Q. For an ideal α = ap of (9p, we define α-modular lattices similarly. Let Lp be an
0p-lattice in (Vp, H). Define the discriminant d(Lp) to be an element of Qp /NKp/Qp(θp)
represented by det[H(xt, *,)], where *1? , xm is an $p-basis of Lp. Notice that d(Lp)
does not depend on the choice of the basis. The following assertion is easily proved.

LEMMA 6.1. For an Θp-lattice Lp in (Vp, //), the following three conditions are
equivalent'.

(i) Lp is unimodular.
(ii) d(Lp) is represented by an element of Zp .

(iii) H(x, Lp) = (9p for any primitive vector xeLp (i.e. xφP- Lp).

6.2. We denote by s(Lp) the 0p-ideal generated by {//(*, >>); x,yeLp], and by
n(Lp) the ideal generated by {H(x, x) xeLp}. When (K/p)= + 1, we have Kp =

p, and we may put

(6.1) yp =

Then we may write

H(x,y) = (x1H0

ty29x2

tH0

tyί)9 x = (x1,x2), J> = OW2)
(6.2)

Gp = {(9^H^g-^H^)'9 geGLm(Qp)} ,

where H0 is an element of GLm(Qp). Let Lp be a unimodular <^p-lattice in (Vp, H). Then it

is easy to see that

(6.3) Lp

where L0 is a Zp-lattice in Q™ and

From (6.2) and (6.3), we see that all unimodular lattices in (Vp, //) are isometric, and the

automorphism group V(Lp) of (Lp9 H) is
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(6.4) U(Lp) = {(0, 'tfo'gΓ1'^-1); geGLZp(LQ)} .

Next let us assume (Kjp)^ + 1. In this case, we have the following:

LEMMA 6.2 (Jacobowitz [14]). (i) I f ( K / p ) = - l , then (Vp,H) contains a urn-
modular lattice if and only if(d(Vp), K/Qp) = + 1. In this case, any unimodular lattice has
an orthogonal basis, hence any two such lattices are isometric.

(ii) If (Kjp) = 0, and pφ2, then there is a unique isometry class of unimodular

lattices in each Hermitian space (Vp, //); and any member of this class has an orthogonal

basis.
(iii) If(K/p) = Q and p = 2, then (Vp, H) always contain a unimodular lattice. Two

such lattices Lp, L'p are isometric if and only if n(Lp) = n(L'p). Moreover, the set {n(Lp);

Lp(cι Vp)\ unimodular} is equal to either {(9p,p(9p] or {(9p}.

We say that an 0p-lattice Lp in (Vp, H) is normal, if n(Lp) = s(Lp), and subnormal
otherwise. If Lp is a modular lattice, it is normal if and only if it has an orthogonal basis
(see [14, Proposition 4.4]). Thus every unimodular lattice is normal in the cases (i), (ii) of

the above lemma. As for (iii), we can state exactly when a subnormal unimodular lattice
exists in ( Vp, H); but for our purpose we need only the following:

LEMMA 6.3. Suppose (Kjp) = 0, p = 2, and put m = rank( Vp).
(i) Ifm is odd, then every unimodular lattice in (Vp, H) is normal.

(ii) Supposem = 2. Thenif either 8\\d(K), or 4 \\d(K) with (d(Vp\ K/Q)p = -I, there
exist subnormal unimodular lattices in (Vp, H). For any such Lp, we have

(6.5)

(6.6) (LrH) = ( Λ'"if(-d(V\K/Q)p=-\.
1

1 2

Here, (6.5) for example, means that there exists an 0p-basis x, y of Lp such that

H(x9x) = H(y,y) = Q and H(x,y)=l. If 4\\d(K) and (d(V\ K/Q)p= +1, every uni-
modular lattice in (V p , H) is normal (m = 2). The above lemma is verified easily by the
results in [14], so we omit the proof.

6.3. Summarizing the above lemmas, we have:

PROPOSITION 6.4. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. In the set of isometry
classes of positive definite Hermitian spaces (V, H) of rank m, there exist exactly 2 ί~~1

classes which contain a unimodular (9-lattice, where t is the number of distinct prime
divisors of the discriminant d(K) of K. They are characterized by the condition

(6.7) (d( V\ K/Q )p = + 1 for all places p with (K/p) = - 1 .

They are parametrized by the local norm residues {(d(V), K/Q)p, p\d(K)} which are
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subject to the condition

(6.8) Π W(nκ/β)p= + l
P\d(K)

Moreover, for each (K, H) satisfying this condition, there exist at most two genera of
unimodular lattices with respect to the unitary group; one is normal and the other is
subnormal. The latter exists only if m is even and 2 \ d(K).

Finally, we quote the following fundamental result:

LEMMA 6.5 (Jacobowitz [14]). Suppose (K/p) ^ + 1, and let Lp be an arbitrary Op-
lattice in (Vp, //). Then there exists an orthogonal decomposition of Lp:

(6.9) £,, = !,! 0L20 ©LΓ,

where each Li is a modular lattice and s(Lί)Ss(L2)^ - ^s(Lr). The sequences

rank(Lj), , rank(Lr), and s(L^\ , s(Lr)

are uniquely determined by Lp.

A decomposition of this type is called a Jordan splitting.
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